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CHECK-UP
In 2016, Nestor’s life changed completely in a car
accident that left him paralyzed. He lost his mobility,
his independence, and his job. “The doctor told me
that I was paralyzed from the neck down and that I
was not going to move ever again. It was very hard to
understand.”

“…I had my first feeling of hope
since my accident.”
After extensive acute care in the hospital, he was discharged
home. Shortly after, a family member told him about the
clinic and encouraged him to make an appointment. “My
cousin was a patient and said the staff helped her so much.
It was at that time I had my first feeling of hope since my
accident.”
“Pat, the nurse manager, was such a great help. I will never
forget all she did.” As he spoke about Pat, tears streamed
down his face because he said he knew that without her and
the support and love from his sister, he would not be here
today.
Pat arranged therapy with our volunteer Physical Therapist Jerry and connected Nestor to numerous resources that he
was not aware of. He began to see Jerry on a weekly basis and shared that “Therapy has kept me moving and improving.
I call Jerry a friend-therapist with ‘a friend’ being first because that is truly what he has become for me. Just talking
with him keeps me motivated and encouraged.” Nestor has regained mobility in his hands and arms which has given
him back his joy of cooking and several other abilities. Jerry also suggested that he ask to volunteer at the clinic around
his therapy sessions.
Our office manager Lorena assigned patient reminder calls to him and he has been making those calls and doing
various other office tasks. He cannot drive and relies on the bus, train, and the staff to get here. ‘I feel reconnected to
the community by coming to the clinic weekly and spending time with the staff. When you see angels, you know it,
and I see angels here at the clinic. Jaret, Lorena, Pat, Erin, and others are here for me in every way they can. And by
volunteering, I am able to give something back to them and the clinic and it makes me feel good.”
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2 Volunteers - 2 Nursing Students - 2 Impactful Young WOMEN!
Dulce and Citlaly recently
finished their last day at
the clinic while putting
finishing touches on our
medical record purging
project. Their departure
is bittersweet as they
have been with us for
several years.
Their journeys with the
clinic began when they
were students at Woodstock North High School where they
had parallel experiences. For both, they were introduced
to the clinic through our then Volunteer Director Kathy
Rauch. Kathy presented at the VIVA Spanish Club bringing
awareness about our Care4 Breast Cancer 5K and volunteer
opportunities at the clinic.
Dulce answered the call for more volunteers and emailed
Kathy who assigned Dulce to helping the administrative staff
with organization tasks. She then moved on to assisting the
staff in the front office with miscellaneous jobs, and for the

last year she has been a hired staff member in the roles of
interpreter and front office.
Citlaly first volunteered at our Care4 5K at the high school.
She then focused on volunteering at the clinic while a student
at McHenry County College where Kathy Rauch presented
to the Latinos Unidos club. This presentation reminded her
about the clinic opportunities. She has been an interpreter
on staff for the past year.
Both young women are nursing students at Aurora University
and Citlaly is excited to embark on her career after
graduating this summer. She plans to start at Northwestern
Medicine – Huntley and is thinking about joining the neonatal
intensive care unit. Dulce has two more years of school and
she is currently excited about her clinical experience coming
soon.
We thank them for the commitment to our patients and our
staff. They have always been in the clinic with enthusiasm,
giggles, and smiles which we will miss. We are happy that
the clinic played a role in developing these young nursing
students and wish them all the best in the future!

Community Cares - Paul Hyland Salon
We’ve been running a business in Crystal
Lake since 1984 and have certainly benefitted
from the support of the community so we feel
it’s important to pay back the generosity that
we have enjoyed by helping our local social
service agencies. We love this community, and
we want to be a partner in making Crystal Lake
and McHenry County stronger and better.
Breast cancer has touched members of our
staff, clients, friends & family members over
the years so it is a cause that hits home for us.
We’ve been very impressed with the work that
FHPC does to help people in our community
who are uninsured. Providing breast care for
those in need is such a worthy cause to help
beat down this disease. Thank you for all that
you do.
We have a core of devoted clients that have
been very supportive of our fundraising
efforts and it’s very satisfying to partner with these clients to raise money
(or collect food - this month we are working to collect food and donations
for the CL Food pantry). It all boils down to trying to make a difference
in someone’s life, and in the case of breast cancer, it can be someone’s
life that is saved.
We’ve done a variety of fundraisers for the October Breast Cancer
Awareness Month. The past few years, we have conducted a
raffle drawing for Salon gift cards. Clients can enter to win
a gift card with every $1 donated. This year, we gave away
3-$50 gift cards.
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Pedalpalooza 2022
We are thrilled to be
bringing back our very
popular, fundraising bike
event, Pedalpalooza this
May! Join us over the
weekend of May 21-22 for a
spectacular Tour de
McHenry County.
Pedalpalooza utilizes our
McHenry County
Conservation District Bike
Trails system. There is no
start or finish line but
instead cyclists plan a route
Rush Creek Distilling
along the trails to visit many
of the participating local, small businesses to receive special
“Perks” available only to Pedalpalooza wristband wearers.
Perks can be certain discounts, entry into raffles, special
offers, etc. The bike trail system connects local communities
and last year we had businesses from Hebron, Richmond,
Ringwood, Crystal Lake, Algonquin, Woodstock, Harvard
and we are planning on even more in 2022!
It is an Eat, Drink, Shop, Bike Local event that most
importantly raises funds that benefit our patients with
high quality health care. All of the proceeds from the

event including donations and registration fees go directly
to the Clinic. This fun, family-friendly event also
supports our vibrant, small business community (we love
small business!). Last year, we had over 30 local
restaurants, breweries, boutiques and shops that
participated including Richmond Brat
Haus, Café Olympic, Anderson’s
Candy Shop, Crystal Lake Brewing,
Swedish Ivy, Riverbottom Ice Cream,
Hazel’s Diner, Out of the Box and so
many more! Please visit
pedalpalooza4FHPC.org for more
information and to sign up or donate.
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But warm fuzzies are not enough. While we do have a warm and welcoming environment, we also need to deliver high
quality health 40%
care. This is where our quality assurance program comes in. On a regular basis, we look at our outcome
30%key metrics and compare it to national benchmarks. We get these benchmarks through the National
data on several
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the metrics we look at are hypertension and diabetes. We measure how many of our patients with those
diagnoses are “under control’, so we look at blood pressures for those with hypertension and hemoglobin A1c for
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those with diabetes.
Every year, we
find that our FHPC
outcomes EXCEED those patients nationally who have Medicaid
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Medicaid
(which is a comparable population) but we also exceed patients who have private insurance through a PPO! This is
incredible. Remember - this means that our patients who have absolutely NO insurance and are low income have
better outcomes than people who have insurance! Can we brag a little? Check out the graphs below!
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You can help the
clinic ….

All Things Pink Calendar
2021 marked the thirteenth year of Joe and Tina
from STAR 105.5 participating and supporting the
Care4Breast Cancer 5K.

Donating

This past August, in working with Susan and her team
from Singleton Family McDonald’s, Tina came up with
the idea of a calendar featuring local women who have
beat breast cancer and those still fighting it - all in the
hopes to raise money for clinic patients. We knew right
away that this would be a very special project, and it
took off from there.

Pedalpalooza 2022
May 21 & 22
McHenry County bike trails

Joe and Tina started by asking the community to send
in personal stories of survivors and warriors in the
fight of breast cancer and many amazing stories came
Lisa & Tiffany
in. Then on a beautiful Sunday morning, 15 local women
gathered together at Hickory Hall in Crystal Lake. It made for a beautiful back drop for
the photo shoot.
Joe did an outstanding job with the photography, and Tina was amazing as the
coordinator of the shoot. It was so inspiring to see all of these women together. Some
had known each other, but many were meeting for the first time. Their bond with each
other was undeniable.

Fair Diddley
May 22
Woodstock Square
mhrl.org
The Pink Door Thrift Store
3741 S. Elm St., McHenry
815.344.4560
Volunteering
contact Kristina Nemetz at
knemetz@hpclinic.org
Collecting food items
for our pantry.
Canned Chicken, Tuna, Soups,
Peanut Butter...
Thank you!
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As October approached, we had difficulty
finding a printer. And, just as with everything
surrounding this calendar, we were fortunate
that Kevin Goers of Service Printing Corporation
in Huntley, stepped up to say that he would
print it free of charge so that all of the proceeds
would go to the clinic.
On October 8th, we had a special morning radio
show at the McDonald’s in Algonquin and many
of the women came to see the calendar for the
first time. It was one of the most emotional
and uplifting events we have ever done.
Together we were able to raise $9,585 from the calendar combined with Joe’s Care4
Team total.
This was a very special project, and we are proud of the calendar and love how it brought
together such amazing women and their stories. Thanks to the folks at Hickory Hall and
Kevin Goers.
We will forever be inspired by the courage of the women we met, and the generous
spirit of our community coming together.
Tiffany and Lisa (pictured) were in this amazing group and shared, ‘Going through
breast cancer was so hard but we didn’t do it alone and while it was expensive, we
had insurance. Participating in the All Things Pink calendar and supporting Family
Health Partnership Clinic brought us so much joy. It felt wonderful to know that
we were supporting others who are uninsured in early detection, screenings and
care. It was empowering to pay forward all the love and support. We can’t wait to
do it again.’
Guest authors: Joe Cicero, Tina Bree, and Susan Singleton

